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:: a . . . . The seat belt starter interlock and reminder system 

used on the 1974 models is far more sophisticated 
than the seat belt warning system found on the 
1973 models. Except for the warning buzzer and 
light, the two systems have little in common. The 
1973 model version was a relatively simple 12-volt 
D.C. system, but the 1974 system is in the realm of 
space-age electronics. 

It is common knowledge that the 1974 models can
not be started until the front seat belts are fastened 
in the correct sequence. However, the new system 
frequently prompts the following questions: 

• Does unbuckling a belt stop the engine? 

• Can the engine be restarted readily if it stalls? 

• Is it possible to start the engine if the interlock 
fails? 

• Have the buzzer and warning light circuits 
been changed? 

The purpose of this Master Tech session and Refer
ence Book is to answer these questions and many 
more that mechanics as well as owners will be ask
ing. We are sure that reading this Reference Book 
will give you a good working knowledge of the seat 
belt starter interlock system. 
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� BASIC REQUIREMENTS 
and OPERATION 

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208 re
quires that all 1974 model passenger cars have a 
seat belt warning and starter interlock system. The 
original standard required that the starter interlock 
system apply to all front seating positions. Later 
the standard was amended to eliminate the require
ment that the center seat position be incorporated 
in the starter interlock part of the system. How
ever, the belt warning system is still required for all 
front seating positions. 

Since Chrysler Corporation's design and produc
tion plans were finalized before the standard was 
modified with reference to the center seat inter
lock requirement, the center seat position as well 
as the driver and right passenger seat positions will 
be incorporated in both the starter interlock and 
reminder system until further notice. 

INTERLOCK SYSTEM HIGHLIGHTS 
The basic Chrysler interlock system operations for 
starting or restarting the car are as follows: 

1. In order to start the car, al I front-seat occu
pants must fasten belts after being seated. 

2. Unfastening a belt after the engine has been 
started d o e s  n ot interfere with engine 
operation. 

3. Engine restarting is possible without belts 
being fastened, providing the driver remains 
seated. 

4. Unlimited cranking and restarting after a stall 
is possible providing the ignition switch has 
not been turned off after the initial start. 

5. An underhood manual bypass switch provides 
an emergency start and unlimited restart 
capability until the ignition has been turned 
off for several minutes. 

6. As in past models, TorqueFlite cars must be in 
PARK or NEUTRAL and with manual trans
mission, the clutch must be released. 

WARNING SYSTEM HIGHLIGHTS 
Although 1974 model buzzer and warning light 
operation are similar to last year's models, the re
minder system circuits are entirely new this year. 
The buzzer and light operate if: 

1. The TorqueFlite selector lever is in any for
ward or reverse position, and 

2. Any front seating position is occupied without 
having the seat belts fastened, and 

3. The ignition switch is turned on. 

4. The reminder system will also operate when 
the ignition switch is turned to the START 
position if all belts in occupied front seating 
positions have not been fastened in the proper 
sequence, i.e., occupant has buckled after 

being seated. 

5. Conditions are the same for manual transmis
sion cars except the reminder system operates 
when the parking brake is released instead of 
responding to the transmission selector lever. 

NEW BEL TS AND RETRACTORS 
Since both lap and shoulder belts are now manda
tory, the entire restraint system has been redesign-

Fig. 1-Shoulder and lap belts are now combined 
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ed to provide maximum convenience within the 
requirements of the Federal standard. The shoulder 
and lap belts are now attached to a common ele
ment so that one buckle secures both belts. 

An automatic-locking, lap-belt retractor is used on 
the 1974 models. It works the same way as the 
locking retractors used on past models. However, it 
no longer contains a lap belt warning switch. 

LOCKING 
RETRACTOR 

NO WARNING 
SWITCH 

Fig. 2-The lap belt has an automatic locking retractor 

The switch which tells the reminder system 
whether or not the belt in an occupied seat is 
fastened is now built into the belt buckle in
stead of the retractor. 

SWITCH IN 

BUCKLE 

Fig. 3-The lap belt sensing switch is in the buckle 

The shoulder belt has an inertia-type retractor. 
This type of retractor allows the belt spool to turn 
and the belt to unwind as long as the belt isn't 

Fig. 4-Shoulder belts have an inertia-type retractor 

pulled too rapidly. If the belt is pulled rapidly, the 
retractor locks so that the belt spool cannot turn. 

The inertia retractor allows the wearer to move the 
upper part of the body without tripping the inertia 
lock. This freedom of movement permits reaching 
across to unlock the door on the opposite side, 
reach into the glove box, shift sitting position and 
generally enjoy freedom of movement with mini
mum shou Ider belt restriction. 

Fig. 5-The inertia-type retractor permits body movement 

Any sudden movement of the body which pul Is the 
shoulder belt out of the retractor very rapidly trips 
the inertia lock. When that happens the shoulder 
belt locks and limits body movement . . .  as it 
would in case of a collision. 
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Fig. 6-Sudden movement locks the shoulder belt retractor 

QUICK ANSWERS TO SOME 
COMMON QUESTIONS 
Unbuckling a front seat belt after the engine has 
been started does not stop the engine. That's be
cause the interlock system is tied into the starter 
relay circuit . . .  not the ignition run circuit. 

Fig. 7-Unbuckling a belt does not stop the engine 

Unbuckling a front seat belt when the engine 
is running and the car is in gear (parking 
brake released on cars with manual transmis
sion) causes the warning system to go into 
action. The warning system also sounds off 
when the ignition key is turned to the start 
position if the belts in al I occupied seats have 
not been fastened in the correct sequence. 
even if the selector lever is not in gear. 

What if the engine stalls? As long as the 
driver remains seated, the engine can be re
started without going through the seating-buck
ling sequence again. An unbuckled seat belt in 
any occupied passenger seating position does 
not prevent engine cranking and re-starting but 
does activate the reminder system. 

What if something goes wrong with one of the 
buckle switches or circuits and the engine won't 
crank? The interlock bypass switch, located in the 
engine compartment, can be used to provide a tem
porary bypass circuit and permit engine cranking in 
spite of a malfunction in the interlock system. The 
switch button must be pushed and released. Hold
ing the emergency start button down will not acti
vate the interlock bypass. We'll explain how that 
switch works later on. 

Fig. 8-This switch permits emergency starting 
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So far we have covered the basic operation of the 
starter interlock and reminder system. Next, let's 
get acquainted with the switches, electronic com
ponents and circuits. 

THE SEAT SWITCHES 
On all models, except those with bucket seats, 
three front-seat cushion switches are used. Two 
slider-type switches, like the ones found on 
the 1973 models, are used at the outboard 
seating positions. 

SLIDER· TYPE SWITCHES 
Fig. 9-Three front-seat sensing switches are used 

Fig. 10-The outboard switches attach to seat springs 

0 

The driver and right-seat passenger slider switches 
are attached to the seat springs . . .  just as they 
were on the 1973 models. They are normally open. 
Passenger or driver weight deflects the seat springs 
and closes the switch to tell the system which seat
ing positions are occupied. 

THE NEW SANDWICH-TYPE SWITCH 
An entirely different type switch is used at the 
center seating position. That's because the slider
type switch is quite sensitive to seat deflection over 
a wide area. If a slider-type switch were used at the 
center seat position, an unusually heavy person or 
bouncing action at the outboard ends of the seat 
might close the slider-type switch even though the 
center seat position was not occupied. 

Fig. 11-This switch is used in the center of the seat 

The sandwich-type switch used at the center 
seat is much less sensitive to deflection at the 
outboard ends of the seat cushion. It consists 
of two conductor strips which are separated 
by the sandwich filling which is a compress
ible, foamed insulating material. The conductor 
material on one side of the sandwich contains 
a number of depressions or dimples. When the 
sandwich is squeezed, one or more of these 
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Fig. 12-Pressure on the cushion closes this switch 

dimples contact the conductor strip on the other 
side of the switch to establish a closed circuit. 

The sandwich·type switch is installed in a recess in 
the center of the seat pad . . .  under the seat trim 
material. This switch is normally open, like the two 
slider-type switches used at the outboard ends of 
the seat. The switch leads can be seen projecting 
from the seat padding in Figure 10. The seat trim 
material must be removed to gain access for re
moval or installation of the center seat switch. 

Fig. 13-Center switch is installed under seat trim 

THE SEATBELT SWITCHES 
The belt switches are now located in the buckles 
instead of the retractors. They are normally open. 

Buckling up closes the belt switch. Remember that 
on last year's reminder system the belt switches 

Fig. 14-Buckling up closes the belt switch 

were normally closed and were opened by pulling 
the belt from the retractor. 

The seat and belt switches do not control the re
minder system directly . . .  as they did on last 
year's models. Instead, these switches send signals 
to the system's electronic brain. 

THE ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT 
The electronic control unit is a miniature computer 
or electronic relay. It is designed to receive input 
signals from eleven different switches or circuits. 

Fig. 15-The control unit is a miniature computer 

Figure 16 is a closeup of the circuit board 
contained in the control unit. This electronic 
brain is programmed to receive and interpret 
the incoming signals from eleven different 
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Fig. 16-This is the control unit circuit board 

switches. It then completes one or more out
put circuits to the reminder system and the starter 
relay circuits. Incidentally, this electronic control 
unit contains an integrated circuit component that 
is right out of space-age science. 

When a photograph of the integrated circuit, 
shown in Figure 16, is blown up to fifty times 
actual size the many micro circuits contained in 
this tiny unit are so complex that they resemble 
the street map of a large city. Figure 17 is a photo 
copy of this blowup. 

Fig. 17-Blown up photo of integrated circuit 

BLUE FOR TOROUEFLITE . . .  
WHITE FOR MANUAL 
The control unit for cars equipped with 
TorqueFlite transmission are not interchange
able with the ones used on manual transmis-

sion cars. Control units for cars with automa
tic transmission have a blue case and those for 
cars with manual transmission have a white 
case. Either of these units can be physically 
connected into either circuit but the white one 
won't work on a TorqueFlite car and vice versa. 

THE ANTI-LIFT AND SQUIRM FEATURE 
Remember, the system is programmed so that 
after a door is opened, everyone entering the 
front passenger compartment must be seated 
before fastening seat belts. This prevents de
feating the system by pre-buckling the seat 
belts. In other words the control unit is pro
grammed so that the correct starting sequence 
is ENTER SIT . . . BUCKLE . . . 
START. So, in addition to the input signals from 
the seat and belt switches, the domelight ground 
switches provide an important input signal. 

The domelight ground circuit alerts the system to 
the fact that someone is getting into the car. If it 
weren't for a programmed delay feature which 
Chrysler has designed into the control unit, a 
potentially annoying condition would occur. Sup
pose the driver got in and buckled up . . .  if for 
some reason the driver then lifted off the seat to 
get a briefcase from the back seat or to swat one of 
the kids, the sit-then-buckle sequence would be up
set. The input signals to the electronic control unit 
would be the same as they would be if the driver 
had prebuckled the seat belt before sitting on the 
seat. As a result, the car could not be started until 
the driver unbuckled and rebuckled to re-establish 
the correct starting sequence. 

CONTROL UNIT IGNORES 
INTERMITTENT WEIGHT SHIFTING 
Thanks to the delay designed into the control 
unit, the system ignores an open seat switch 
for approximately two seconds. This two
second-delay feature tricks the system into 
thinking the seat switch is still closed. That is 
why you can buckle up, get that briefcase out 
of the back seat, close the door and start the 
engine without buckling and rebuckling. 

Opening any door equipped with a domelight 
switch, before the engine is started, sends a new 
signal to the control unit. The control unit is pro
grammed to immediately check to see if the driver 
is still seated and buckled. If so, the car can be 
cranked and started. 
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Fig. 18-The control unit checks the driver's seat switch 

If the driver raises up so that the seat switch is 
open.ed while the door is open, the starting se
quence is interrupted. When the control unit 
checks the seat and belt circuits, it senses that the 
seat switch was closed after the belt was buckled 
and the engine cannot be started until the belt is 
unbuckled and rebuckled to establish the correct 
starting sequence. 

Fig. 19-Lifting off the seat opens the seat switch 

THERE IS A MINOR SIDE EFFECT 
The two-second-delay feature does produce a rela
tively unimportant side effect condition that might 
puzzle you unless you understand what is happen
ing. Suppose the driver pulls up to the curb to let a 
front-seat passenger out but doesn't stop the 
engine or shift into NEUTRAL or PARK. As soon 
as the passenger unbuckles the buzzer sounds off 
and the fasten-seat-belt light comes on. The passen
ger then gets out of the car and expects the warn-

ing buzzer to stop as soon as his weight is off the 
seat. However, the two-second-delay again fools 
the system into thinking the seat is still occupied. 
The warning system continues to operate for ap
proximately two seconds. This is very minor but 
could cause anyone familiar with the 1973 re
minder system, which does shut off the instant the 
seat switch opens, into thinking something was 
wrong with his 1974 reminder system. 

AND THEN THERE'S THE 
NEUTRAL SAFETY SWITCH 
As on past models, the neutral safety switch on 
automatic transmission cars provides ground circuit 
for the starter relay. As a result, the engine cannot 
be c ranked u nless the selector lever is in 
NEUTRAL or PARK. 

Fig. 20-The neutral safety switch is still used 

The neutral safety switch also provides an input 
signal to the control unit. If the TorqueFlite selec-

, tor lever is shifted into reverse or any forward gear 
while the ignition is in the RUN position, the out
put circuit to the reminder system is completed, 
the buzzer sounds off and the seat-belt warning 
light comes on to warn of an unfastened seat belt. 
And as was pointed out earlier, the reminder sys
tem also sounds off when the ignition key is turned 
to the START position if the belt in any occupied 
front seating position is not fastened. This happens 
even if the selector lever is in PARK or NEUTRAL. 
Operationally, this is quite different from the re
minder system on the 1973 models. 

MANUAL TRANSMISSION CARS 
ARE DIFFERENT 
On manual transmission cars, it takes two switches 

• 
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Fig. 21-Manual transmission parking brake switch 

to do what the neutral safety switch does on 
TorqueFlite cars. The parking brake switch pro· 
vides an input signal for the reminder system. 
When the ignition is turned on, the reminder sys
tem sounds off as soon as the parking brake is 
released if the belts in all occupied seating posi
tions are not buckled. The reminder system is also 
activated to warn of an unfastened seat belt when 
the ignition is turned to the START position even 
though the parking brake has not been released. 

The clutch switch is also connected into the starter 
relay circuit so that the engine cannot be cranked 
unless the clutch is disengaged. This is the same as 
it has been for the past several model years. The 
clutch switch is not tied into either the reminder or 
the starter interlock system. 

Fig. 22-Clutch switch not connected to interlock circuit 

0 

THE INTERLOCK BYPASS SWITCH 
The interlock bypass is another feature which ex
ceeds the minimum Federal Standard. This gives 
the driver an emergency start capability in case of a 
malfunction of an interlock switch or circuit. 

Fig. 23-This is the interlock bypass switch 

This is a very special kind of switch. Although it is 
serviced only as a complete assembly, knowing 
what is inside the switch will give you a better 
understanding of how the interlock bypass circuit 
works. Just bear in mind that it is an emergency 
start switch . . .  not a convenient means of deacti
vating the starter interlock system. 

The switch contains two sets of contacts which 
control two separate and independent circuits. 
Both sets of contacts are normally held open by a 
mechanical blocker. (See Fig. 24) 

HEATER 
CONTACT 

BLOCKER 

BYPASS 
�-CONTACT 

Fig. 24-Bypass switch has two sets of contacts 
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Pushing and then releasing the interlock bypass 
button moves the blocker out of the way. 
This allows both sets of contacts to close. One 
set of contacts completes a circuit to the 
starter relay. This bypasses the control unit so 
the engine can be cranked when the ignition 
key is turned to the STA RT position. The 
other set of contacts completes a circuit which 
feeds a small heating element which is coiled 
around a bimetal spring strip. This heating coil is 
connected into the ignition RUN circuit. 

HEATING 
ELEMENT 

BIMETAL 
�- STRIP 

TO IGNITION CIRCUIT 

Fig. 25-Bypass switch contacts and details 

Once the bypass switch button has been pushed 
and released, the circuit for the starter relay is 
complete up to the neutral safety switch (parking 
brake switch on manual transmission cars) . The 
driver can delay starting as long as he likes. When 
he wants to start the engine, al I he has to do is put 

the selector lever in PARK or NEUTRAL and turn 
the ignition key to the ST A.RT position. 

When the ignition has been turned on, the heating 
element comes on and warms the bimetal spring. 
The bi metal bends and holds the bypass and heater 
contacts closed as long as the ignition remains on. 
However, turning the ignition off opens the circuit 
to the heating element. The bimetal strip cools and 
opens both sets of contacts. The blocker moves in 
and holds the contacts open. As a result, the car 
cannot be cranked and started until the bypass 
button is again pushed and released. 

This emergency start feature is designed to let you 
crank the engine, in case it stalls, as many times as 
necessary . . .  providing the ignition switch is never 
turned to the OFF position. 

AND THEN THERE IS THE EXCEPTION 
If you turn the ignition off momentarily and then 
back to the start position very quickly, the heater 
and bimetal won't have time to cool. The blocker 
cannot move in to hold the contacts open and the 
emergency start circuit will remain closed to per
mit cranking. This operating characteristic is not 
particularly important but it is normal and worth 
understanding and remembering. 

And now you shou Id understand why the 
bypass switch button must be pushed and re
l eased to provide emergency starting con
venience. You can also understand why taping 
the button down won't provide a permanent 
interlock bypass. That only succeeds in holding the 
bypass contacts in the open position. 

.. SYSTEM DIAGNOSIS --=-
and SERVICE 

The electronic control unit and the switches 
are serviced only as complete assemblies. There 
are two ways to locate component or circuit 
trouble. The quickest and easiest way is to use 
the special analyzer developed specifically for 
this purpose. The more difficult and time-con
suming way is to use a test light and test 
jumper to check the continuity of each switch 
and each input and output circuit. 

THE STARTER INTERLOCK ANALYZER 
Since all 1974 models will be equipped with starter 
interlock system, Chrysler has developed the 
special electronic analyzer. It will check out an 
electronic control and each circuit to pinpoint the 
cause of trouble in approximately two minutes. 
The analyzer is even capable of testing itself to 
make sure it is working properly. 

G 
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Fig. 26-The starter interlock system analyzer 

ANALYZER OPERATING SUMMARY 
Detailed instructions for using the analyzer are in
cluded in the Service Manuals. Complete instruc
tions are also printed on the back of the analyzer 
case. Briefly, here is what the analyzer does and 
how it is connected for the three separate tests it is 
capable of performing. 

ANALYZER SELF-TEST 
Before using the analyzer to test a control unit or 
the car circuits, the analyzer should be tested to 
make sure it is working properly. To do this, the 
12-volt test lead provided should be plugged into 
the cigar lighter receptacle. The analyzer test con
nector, which looks exactly like a control unit, 
must be plugged into the receptacle provided on 
the front of the analyzer. When the selector switch 
is turned to the ANALYZER position and the 

Fig. 27-Analyzer connected for the self-test 

power button is pushed, the analyzer will auto
matically test itself. When the lights stop blinking 
and the TEST COMPLETE light comes on, you'll 
know your analyzer is okay. 

CONTROL UNIT TEST 
For this test the analyzer can be powered by leav
ing the 12-volt test lead plugged into the car's cigar 
lighter. Simply plug the control unit to be tested 
into the control unit receptacle on the front of the 
analyzer. Turn the selector switch to CONTROL 
UNIT, push the power button and watch the test 
lights blink as the analyzer sequence-tests the con
trol unit. If the TEST COMPLETE light comes on, 
the control unit is okay. If the control unit is not 
okay, the FAULT light will come on. 

Fig. 28-Analyzer tests and rejects a faulty control unit 

STARTER INTERLOCK CIRCUITS 
AND COMPONENTS TESTS 
For this test the car wiring harness connectors 
must be disconnected from the control unit and 
plugged into the analyzer's test connector. The 
12-volt test lead is not connected into the cigar 
lighter receptacle since the analyzer gets its power 
through the test connector for this test. 

Turn the selector switch to the AUTOMOBILE 
TEST position. Push the power button and make 
sure that the POWER light comes on. Each input 
circuit and component is then tested by actually 
operating each of the input circuit switches and 
noting whether the appropriate test light comes on 
as the switch is closed and goes off when the 
switch is opened as follows: 

1. Actuate each front seat switch by pressing on 
the cushion or sitting on the seat. 
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Fig. 29-Analyzer connected to check the entire system 

2. Actuate each seat buckle switch. 

3. Turn the ignition key to the ON position. 

4. Turn the ignition switch to the START posi
tion. The S-2 (start circuit) light should come 
on and the ignition light should remain on. 

5. Turn the ignition switch off. All ignition cir
cuit test lights should go off. 

6. With ignition off and TorqueFlite selector in 
PARK or NEUTRAL (on manual transmission 
cars, apply the parking brake and depress the 
clutch pedal) , both the neutral switch light 
and the starter relay light should come on. 

7. The car's warning buzzer should come on 
when the buzzer test button is pushed. 

That is all there is to checking the system 
components and circuits using the analyzer. It 
is a great ti me-saver. 

CHECKING THE INTERLOCK 
WITHOUT AN ANALYZER 
The Service Manuals contain complete checkout 
and troubleshooting procedures so there is no 
point in repeating them here. However, a brief 
summary will give you a better idea of what is 
involved in checking the system out manually. 

Troubleshooting without an analyzer is simply 
a matter of operating each switch in a logical 
sequence and checking to see if the system 
performs correctly. The troubleshooting check
out procedure begins by putting the Torque
Flite selector lever in NEUTRAL (handbrake 
applied on manual transmission cars) and the 
ignition switch in the OFF position. 

As you run through the checkout steps which 
follow, keep in mind that all seat and belt 
switches are normally open. As a matter of 
fact, all input signals to the control unit come 
from normally open switches. Therefore, what 
you are doing in these checkout steps is deter
mining whether each seat and belt switch 
closes and opens properly. You are also check
ing to make sure the control unit receives 
these signals, interprets them and sends the 
correct output signals to the starter interlock 
and reminder system. Individual switches can 
easily be checked by using a test light and 
test jumper. 

Fig. 30-Use a test light and battery to check switches 

UNDERHOOD INTERLOCK BYPASS 
SWITCH CHECKOUT 
1. 

2. 

For an overall check of the bypass switch, 
driver's seat and belt switches, sit in the 
driver's seat with all doors closed but do not 
buckle the seat belt. Turn the ignition key to 
START. The reminder light and buzzer should 
come on when the ignition key is in the 
ST A RT position .. . go off as soon as the key 
is released to the RUN or turned to the OFF 
position. The engine should not crank. If the 
reminder system does not come on, the cause 
may be an open seat switch or circuit, or a 
closed belt switch circuit. If the warning sys
tem sounds off but the engine cranks, the 
interlock bypass switch is suspect. This can be 
checked out by disconnecting it. 

To check the closing of the interlock bypass 
switch and circuit, turn the ignition key OFF. 
Depress and release the interlock bypass 
switch. Sit in the driver's seat but do not 
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buckle the belt. The engine should crank when 
the ignition key is turned to START. The light 
and buzzer should come on when the key is 
turned to the START position. 

3. To check out the heating element and blocker 
part of the bypass switcb, leave the ignition on 
for at least 30 seconds after pressing and re
leasing the emergency start button. Then turn 
the ignition OFF and leave it off for at least 
2-1 /2 minutes. Prebuckle the driver's seat belt 
then sit in the driver's seat, close the door and 
try to start the engine. The engine should not 
crank but the reminder system should operate 
when the key is turned to START. 

INTERLOCK AND SENSING SWITCH 
OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT 
1. Prebuckle the driver's belt then sit in the 

driver's seat. Turn the ignition ON and put the 
TorqueFlite selector in any gear. (Release 
parking brake on manual transmission cars.) 
The light and buzzer should come on and stay 
on. This insures that the seat switches and cir
cuits are working and the control unit is cor
rectly sensing the prebuckling of the driver's 
seat belt. Unbuckle the belt and the light and 
the buzzer should stay on. 

2. This step is designed to set up a condition 
which will try and fool the system in a later 
step. Leave the ignition ON and the selector 
lever in gear. Apply weight to the driver's seat 
and then buckle the driver's belt behind your
self. This can most easily be done by kneeling 
on the seat and then buckling the belt. This is 
the correct sit-then-buckle sequence and the 
buzzer and light should go off. Leave the belt 
buckled and get out of the car but leave the 
driver's door open. 

3. Open the right front door and prebuckle the 
right-seat passenger's belt. Sit in the passen
ger's seat, and the warning system should 
come on because the system caught you pre
buckling the seat. 

4. Unbuckle the passenger's seat belt and the 
light and buzzer should remain on. Rebuckle 
the seat buckle and the warning system should 
go off because you have established the cor
rect sit-then-buckle sequence. 

5. Reach over and prebuckle the center seat belt. 
Next, unbuckle the right-seat passenger's belt 
and slide over and sit on the center of the seat. 

This should close the center seat switch, the 
system should detect that the center seat belt 
was prebuckled and alert the reminder system. 

6. Reach behind you and unbuckle the center 
seat belt without leaving the center seat. The 
light and buzzer should stay on. 

7. Rebuck le the center seat belt and the light 
and buzzer should go off because the cor
rect sequence has now been established for 
that seating position. 

8. Unbuckle the center seat belt and move to the 
d r i v e r 's seat. Place the gear selector in 
NEUTRAL or PARK. (Depress the clutch 
pedal on manual transmission cars.) Turn the 
ignition key to START and the engine should 
not crank. That's because back in Step 2, you 
est ablished the correct sit-then-buckle se
quence but left the driver's seat without un
buckling the seat belt. If the system is working 
correctly, it was not fooled by this maneuver 
and the engine will not crank. Unbuckle and 
rebuckle the driver's seat belt. The engine 
should now crank and the light and buzzer 
should remain off. 

9. Turn the ignition to OFF and unbuckle the 
driver's belt. Turn the ignition key to START 
and the engine should crank but the buzzer 
and light should come on. That's because the 
correct sequence has been established to pro
vide cranking but the reminder system detects 
the unbuckled belt in an occupied seat. 

10. Turn the ignition 0 FF and move to the center 
or right passenger seat position for at least five 
seconds. SI ide back over to the driver's seat 
and try to start the engine. The engine should 
not crank, but the buzzer and light should 
operate while the key is in the START posi
tion. This checks out the operation of the anti
squirm delay feature built into the input cir
cuit from the seat switches. 

AND IN CONCLUSION ... 
As was pointed out earlier, very complete 
troubleshooting, wiring diagram and service in
formation is contained in your 1974 Service 
Manuals. Space does not permit repeating all 
of this information here. However, a starter in
terlock and seat belt orientation drawing and 
an interlock components location chart have 
been included to assist you in familiarizing 
yourself with the system and components. 
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INTERLOCK CONTROL 

INTERLOCK SYSTEM 
BY-PASS SWITCH 

RESTRAINT SYSTEM WITH STARTER INTERLOCK 
SHOULDER BELT 

REMINDER LIGHT BUCKLE SWITCH 

NEUTRAL SAFETY SWITCH 
(Torqu1Fllt1 onlJ) 

INERTIA RETRACTOR 

INTERLOCK COMPONENTS LOCATION CHART 

COMPACTS INTERMEDIATES 
CHALLENGER. 

FULL SIZE 
COMPONENTS BARRACUDA 

(A-BODY) (B-BODY) (E-BODY) (C-BODY) 

Left side of Right side of Rear of Instrument Left side of 
Buzzer Instrument Panel Instrument Panel Panel and right of Brake Support 

above hand brake near Side Cowl Glove Box Bracket 

Buzzer Light 
Fuse #7 Fuse #2 Fuse #4 Fuse #3 

Fuse 

On Instrument 
Left side of 

Mounted 
Control Unit Behind buzzer Panel to left 

Instrument Panel 
above 

of Glove Box 
above Air-Condi-

Buzzer 
tioning Duct 

System Fuse Fuse #6 Fuse #1 Fuse #1 Fuse #5 

Bypass Left Fender Right side on Left Fender Left Hood 
Switch Shield Firewall Shield Hinge 
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MASTER 

TEST QUESTIONS 

1. The warning buzzer and light come on 
when the ignition key is turned to the 
ST ART position if the belts in all occu
pied front seating positions have not been 
fastened in the correct sequence: 

A. Until the clutch is depressed on manual 
transmission cars. 

8. Until the parking brake is applied on 
manual transmission cars. 

C. Regardless of the selector lever posi
tion on cars equipped with Torque
Flite transmission. 

2. The driver of a 1974 model pulls up to the 
curb to let a front-seat passenger out but 
doesn't turn the ignition off or shift into 
NEUTRAL or PARK. 

A. If the passenger unbuckles and gets out of 
the car in less than 2 seconds the buzzer 
will not sound off. 

8. The buzzer will continue to sound off for 
approximately two seconds after the pas

senger unbuckles and moves off the seat. 

C. The buzzer will not sound off if the pas
senger opens his door before·he unbuckles 
his seat belt. 

3. Opening any door equipped with a domelight 
switch, before the engine is started, sends a 
signal to the control unit. 

A. The control unit is designed to immedi
ately check the input signal from the 
driver's seat switch to see if the driver is 
still seated and properly buckled. 

8. The c o n t rol unit prevents engine 
cranking until the belts in all occupied 
front seating positions have been un
buckled and rebuckled. 

C. The control unit is designed to permit 
cranking but alert the reminder system if 
the driver's belt is not fastened. 

4. Unbuckling a front seat belt after the engine 
has been started does not stop the engine be
cause interlock system controls the cranking 
rather than the ignition RUN circuit. 
True False ______ _ 

5. If the engine stalls, an unbuckled seat belt in 
any occupied front seating position prevents 
engine cranking and restarting. 
True False ______ _ 

6. The sandwich-type seat switch is used at the 
center front seating position because it is more 
sensitive to seat spring deflection at the ends 
of the seat. 
True _______ False ______ _ 

7. The reminder part of the 1974 system is essen
tially the same as for 1973 models. The belt 
switches are connected in series with the buzz
er and warning light feed circuit. 
True False ______ _ 

8. The emergency start feature provided by the 
interlock bypass permits unlimited cranking 
after a stall providing the ignition is not turned 
O F F  after the engine stalls. 
True False ______ _ 

9. Control units with white as well as the blue 
cases are used in production. These units are 
physically as well as operationally inter
changeable between manual and automatic 
transmission cars. 
True False ______ _ 

10. The switch which tells the system whether or 
not the belt in an occupied front seat is fasten
ed is now built into the belt buckle instead of 
the retractor. 
True _______ False ______ _ 

LITHO IN U.S.A. 
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